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From exciting design and clever functionality
we make furniture in perfect workmanship.
With many products and design lines that open up a great deal
of freedom in terms of shape, functionility and size, the result is
a unique interior design – as individual as life itself.
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ENJOYMENT
AT ITS BEST.
Dining and living spaces are increasingly merging, both
functionally and visually. For furniture designers, this trend
means further developing the homely qualities of dining
furniture. The dining room is no longer just for eating, the
furniture has to be very versatile. The dining table is also a
space to play games, work, chat or pursue hobbies. Alone,
as a couple, in a small circle or in large gatherings. Depending
on the occasion, it must be both informal or sophisticated.
Flexibility is more important than ever when it comes to
furnishing the dining room.
At hülsta you will find furniture for your dining area - and for
even more enjoyment. Our comfortable chairs and beautifully
shaped dining tables can easily be combined with various
other pieces of furniture and ranges to create a comfortable
home. We give you plenty of space for your ideas and an extra
portion of comfort. The result is a personal favourite place to
lean back, relax and enjoy. Created in Germany by people
who love furniture.
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T 70

Tabletop: Ash natura,
Frame: Gloss aluminium

Tabletop: Core walnut,
Frame: Gloss aluminium

Tabletop: Natural oak,
Frame: Powder-coated anthracite

Tabletop: Oak anthracite,
Frame: Powder-coated anthracite

Dining table T 70, H/W/D 74 x 220 x 95 cm: Core walnut tabletop, gloss aluminium frame
Chair S 500, H/W/D 84 x 53 x 58 cm: Nappa leather mocca cover 5126/Nappa leather white 5108, gloss aluminium/core walnut frame

DINING TABLE T 70
EXCELLENT FOR A
CREATIVE HOME.
With its simple beauty, the T 70 dining table is an elegant yet robust masterpiece.
Designed by Martin Ballendat for hülsta as a solitary table, it offers an inviting amount of
space. Cast, tapered metal legs in a glossy or dark finish merge ﬂush with precious wood
veneered tabletops in oak, ash and core walnut - a beautifully balanced look. The table
owes its light, generous charisma partly to its cleverly concealed substructure.
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Dining table T 70, H/W/D 74 x 220 x 95 cm: Tabletop oak anthracite, frame powder-coated anthracite
Chair S 1000-11, H/W/D 86.5 x 64.5 x 60 cm: Cover genuine leather Nubuk-Touch light beige 5611, frame powder-coated anthracite
Bar chair S 900-1, H/W/D 89 x 49 x 60 cm: Velour glossy champagner M275, frame powder-coated anthracite
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T 81

DINING TABLE T 81
AN INVITATION TO
ENJOY TOGETHER.
The T 81 brings people closer together. Table legs don’t get in the way, even with a large cheerful
gathering. With its gentle curves, the table creates an inviting focal point - for a sumptuous
Sunday breakfast, a meeting with friends and everything else that can be discussed at a round
table. On a rounded column frame rests a beautifully shaped tabletop of your choice: from warm
wood veneer or solid wood, with cool ceramic or rear-lacquered glass.

T 81, rectangular shape, H/W/D 75 x 160 x 100 cm
Tabletop: Storm nero ceramic
Column frame: Powder-coated anthracite

T 81, square shape, H/W/D 75 x 120 x 120 cm
Tabletop: Solid ash natura
Column frame: Powder-coated pure white

T 81, elliptical shape, H/W/D 75 x 240 x 120 cm
Tabletop: Pure white matt rear-lacquered glass
Column frame: Powder-coated pure white

T 81, round shape, H/W/D 75 x 140 x 140 cm
Tabletop: Grigia ceramic
Column frame: Powder-coated anthracite

Dining table T 81, H/W/D 75 x 140 x 110 cm: Storm nero ceramic tabletop, powder-coated anthracite column frame
Bench S 500-3, H/W/D 83 x 147 x 60 cm: Cover genuine leather Nubuk-Touch olive 5614, powder-coated anthracite frame
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T 81

GOOD DESIGN
IS INVITING.
Whether elliptical, round or square, its rounded shape means that
no one bumps into the T 81. The table column ensures maximum
legroom. There is plenty of scope for individuality thanks to the
large selection of tabletops: natural oak, core walnut, ash and oak,
plus ceramic and rear-lacquered glass in various colours. They
perfectly match the table column in anthracite and pure white.

T 81, rectangular shape, H/W/D 75 x 140 x 100 cm
Tabletop: Umbra marron ceramice
Column frame: Powder-coated anthracite

T 81, rectangular shape, H/W/D 75 x 140 x 100 cm
Tabletop: Umbra marron ceramic
Column frame: Powder-coated anthracite

Dining table T 81, H/W/D 75 x 140 x 100 cm: Tabletop storm nero ceramic, column frame powder-coated anthracite
Chair S 500-1, H/W/D 84 x 53 x 58 cm: Cover genuine leather Nubuk-Touch olive 5614, frame powder-coated anthracite
Bench S 500-3, H/W/D 83 x 147 x 60 cm: Cover genuine leather Nubuk-Touch olive 5614, frame powder-coated anthracite
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T 81

MADE FOR GOOD FOOD
AND GOOD CONVERSATIONS.
Visually round and easy to clean, the T 81 also cuts a
great figure with a pure white column frame. While the
design appears monumental, the functionality of the
table makes it very practical.

Dining table T 81, H/W/D 75 x 120 x 120 cm: Tabletop ash natura, column frame powder-coated pure white
Chair S 700-14, H/W/D 92 x 62 x 68 cm: Covers genuine leather Nubuk-Touch olive 5614,
Textured fabric grey-beige 4505, frame powder-coated anthracite

The architecture of the elegant dining table makes
sitting in cheerful company particularly comfortable.
It also allows for easy and effortless cleaning of the
entire room.

T 81, round shape , H/W/D 75 x 120 x 120 cm
Tabletop: Rear-lacquered glass, matt pure white
Column frame: Powder-coated pure white
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T 81, elliptical shape, H/W/D 75 x 240 x 120 cm
Tabletop: Rear-lacquered glass, pure white matt
Column frame: Powder-coated pure white
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T 90

01
Finishes for 4-leg-frame:

Lacquer

Select from lacquer and
wood finishes.

Wood

02

Lacquer

Covers for 4-leg-frame:

Ceramic

Select from lacquer, ceramic
and wood finished.

DINING TABLE T 90
THREE STEPS TO YOUR
INDIVIDUAL TABLE.
With the T 90 dining table, your ideas define the range: Many features of this modern table

03

system can be customised. Your preferences in terms of material and colour have a direct

Finishes for tabletop

impact onto the design. Matching or contrasting with the elegant tabletop, the side covers in

and extension leaves:

the frame continue the selected finish right into the frame. The extension mechanism is made

Select from lacquer, ceramic

from high-quality aluminium and can be easily operated with one hand.

and wood finishes.
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Wood

Lacquer
Ceramic
Wood
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T 90

01

02

03

EXTEND THE TABLE WITHOUT CLEARING IT.
01 You can pull out the T 90 with one hand without having to remove the tablecloth,
dishes or decorations. Just hold and pull.
02 You move two of the four legs and expose the sophisticated substructure, which is well
hidden until then.
03 You simply fold out the extension of the tabletop to transform the T 90 into a long table
with maximum legroom.

18

Dining table T 90, H/W/D 75 x 180 x 95 cm: Tabletop with pulpis ceramic, 4-leg-frame bronze-coloured, covers for 4-leg-frame pulpis ceramic
Chair S 300-6, H/W/D 101 x 45 x 55 cm: Cover leather look anthracite 4304, wool fabric grey beige 4702, frame powder-coated anthracite
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T 91

DINING TABLE T 91
A MEETING POINT FOR
THE WHOLE FAMILY.

Thanks to the column leg, all guests can enjoy the relaxed legroom at
the T 91; it also provides easy access for the vacuum cleaner the next
morning. The clever extension mechanism allows extending the practical
dining table, even when it is laid, in no time at all. Simply design the T 91
to suit your own ideas: Whilst the base plate is available in pure white or
anthracite, the column leg and tabletop are available in lacquer, real wood
veneer or ceramic.

Dining table T 91, H/W/D 75 x 200 x 95 cm (extended 75 x 300 x 95 cm):
Tabletop/column leg: White ceramic

01

02

SIMPLY FUNCTIONAL.
01 Synchronous extension: When pulled out, the table remains in position thanks to an
ingenious cable mechanism. It can conveniently be extended even when the table is set.
02 How much space to you need? Extension leaves are available in 50 cm and 100 cm.
You simply move the tops down to unfold them.
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T 91

Lacquer

Tabletop and extension
leaf versions:

Ceramic

Select from
lacquer, ceramic and

Wood

wood finishes.

Lacquer

Column leg versions:
Select from

Ceramic

lacquer, ceramic and
wood finishes.

Three options to create an individual table:
Just like the tabletop, the easy-care column leg is available in
lacquer, wood or ceramic. Depending on the colour selection,
the T 91 delivers a simplistic or homely atmosphere.
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Wood

Base plate versions:
Choose between
pure white and anthracite.

Lacquer
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T 100

DINING TABLE T 100
ELEGANT LOOK.
A table design with almost no right angles: This special feature gives the T 100
dining table its elegant balanced appearance. Supported by the powder-coated
metal frame, solid oak tapers from the centre to the filigree table edge. The ﬂowing
shape blends organically into any interior design and perfectly matches the solid
wood range Persis.

Dining table T 100, H/W/D 74 x 180 x 95 cm: Solid oak natura tabletop, powder-coated quartz frame
Chair S 500-1,H/W/D 84 x 53 x 58 cm: Cover viscose linen copper blue 4604, gloss aluminium frame
Bench S 500-3, H/W/D 83 x 187 x 60 cm: Cover viscose linen copper blue 4604, gloss aluminium frame
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T 120

Dining table T 120, H/W/D 75 x 180 x 90 cm: Tabletop stained glass, powder-coated anthracite frame
Chair S 700-9, H/W/D 92 x 48 x 68 cm: Cover matt sage green velours M269, gloss aluminium frame

DINING TABLE T 120
A DESIGNER PIECE
AS A DINING TABLE.
Dark, simple table frames bring cool elegance and a touch of industrial charm into
the home - in keeping with the trend. The timeless design of the T 120 is as durable
Dining table T 120, H/W/D 75 x 220 x 90 cm
Tabletop: Stained glass
Frame: Powder-coated anthracite
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as the material it is made from: Coated metal and stained glass. It gives social
gatherings plenty of comfortable legroom.
DINING
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T 130

DINING TABLE T 130
SLIM, TIMELESSLY BEAUTIFUL
AND EASILY EXTENDED.
Simplistic design in pure white or anthracite blends in perfectly with
any ambience from minimalist to very cosy. Friends spontaneously
find space when the T 130 is equipped with an optional 50 or 100 cm
extension leaf.

Dining table T 130, H/W/D 74.5 x 200 x 95 cm: Pure white lacquer tabletop, powder-coated pure white arched support
Chair S 700-23, H/W/D 92 x 48 x 68 cm: Cover light beige textured fabric 4501, solid natural oak frame
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T 130

The T 130 combines the strength of a large tabletop
with a filigree interplay of joints, which is down to its
sophisticated craftsmanship. The tabletop appears to be
ﬂoating above the beautifully shaped arched supports.

01

02

03

EXTEND THE TABLE WITHOUT CLEARING IT.
Dining table T 130, H/W/D 74.5 x 220 x 95 cm
Tabletop: Anthracite lacquer
Frame: Powder-coated anthracite
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01 The bevelled tabletop, which elegantly connects to the leg frame, can optionally be extended
by 50 or 100 cm - and even with one hand, without having to clear the table.
You move the leg frame and reveal the sophisticated substructure, which is well concealed until then.
02 Simply fold out the extension of the tabletop to unfold the extension leaves.
03 In no time at all, the T 130 is transformed into a long table with maximum legroom.
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HÜLSTA COVER COLLECTION
UNPARALLELED
DESIGN VARIETY.

The hülsta cover collection
It stands for exciting materials with outstanding
properties in terms of durability, design, function and
feel. With the hülsta cover collection, it is possible to
choose from a wide range of fabrics, artificial leathers
and leathers for individual chair designs. Your specialist
retailer will be happy to advise you.

No other piece of furniture gets as close to you as the one you sit on. With
ergonomically shaped curves and perfect upholstery, the hülsta Dining chairs invite
you to linger. They also impress with their individual adaptability. With numerous
fabrics, leathers and artiﬁcial leathers from the hülsta cover collection, which are
perfectly proportioned in terms of design, function and feel, simply design your living
environment with special, individually selected covers.

Leathers and cover fabrics are much
more than the textile finish of a
piece of furniture. They are the most
important mediator between function
and design. Visual appearance and
functional properties are therefore
carefully weighed up against each
other, because the surface should be
hard-wearing and durable, yet also
visually appealing and comfortable
for daily use.

Enjoy cover fabrics
for longer.
With the right care and cleaning, you
can maintain the appearance and

such as mast wrinkles, scars and

can

be

stitches combine to form interesting

cleaned.

easily

and

thoroughly

structural images whose unique

value of your upholstered furniture

name fibres such as Dralon, Orlon

like an upholstery fabric when it

character cannot be reproduced.

hülsta leathers are made from high-

for a long time. Like all textiles in

or Dacron and natural fabrics,

comes to care and cleaning. You

They are not a defect, but proof

quality Nappa leathers, which used

daily use, furniture upholstery fabrics

which are characterised by their

can find detailed care instructions

of a genuine natural product. As a

to be reserved for fine glove produc-

require regular care to remove dust

particularly skin-friendly properties,

in the quality passport on the hülsta

precious and unsurpassed material,

tion because of their incomparable

and contact dirt. In order to make

are suitable for the demanding use

website (https://www.huelsta.com/

leather

upholstered

softness. Meticulous selection of the

cleaning easier, you should not let

as upholstery fabrics. Faux leather

guarantee).

furniture exclusive beauty and a

leather raw material and the careful

dirt become too intense.

combines textile fabric made of

high level of comfort. Its natural pore

embedding of leather-typical natural

structure ensures unobstructed heat

features result in upholstered furni-

and moisture exchange. Leather

ture that combines comfort and

therefore feels pleasant at any

beauty without any ifs and buts.

natural or synthetic fibres and a
hülsta

exclusively

uses

Genuine leather reﬂects
life.

gives

our

fabrics

synthetic coating in such a way that

upholstery

it results in a natural leather look

that

have

and feel. Due to the material, faux

If you look closely, you can see the

temperature. For allergy sufferers,

been tested for their quality by

leather has different properties than

fine marks that nature has imprinted

there is no better cover material,

independent institutes. Only brand-

real leather and should be treated

on the animal’s skin. Signs of life

because smooth leather surfaces

from

well-known

fabric

manufacturers
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D 27

Chair D 27-11, H/W/D 90 x 66.5 x 61 cm
Cover: Nappa leather black 5105,
black textured fabric 4403
Arched support: Powder-coated black

CHAIR D 27
THE BEST OF
BOTH WORLDS.
Slim as a chair and comfortable as an armchair, the D 27 fits perfectly at the dining table, in the
living room or in the conservatory. The wide variety of frames, colours and finishes transform its
shape, but not its character. The D 27 convinces with lightness – in design and weight. The clear

Chair D 27-15, H/W/D 90 x 66.5 x 61 cm,
swivelling with tilt function
Cover: Khaki genuine leather Nubuk-Touch 5612
Cross-base: Powder-coated black

form of the free-swinging metal frames is matched by the elaborate finish with high-quality seams
and contours on the inner arm section.
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D 27

VELOUR*

LIMITLESS
DIVERSITY.
The diversity of the D 27 chair series is impressive: Thanks to
many options for the seat shell, frame, upholstery and cover
material, you can individually configure your chairs.

SEAT SHELL / UPHOLSTERY
With open armrest or without armrests
Available with additional upholstery

TEXTURED FABRIC VERSIONS*

GENUINE LEATHER*
Genuine Nappa leather pigmented
Chair D 27-12, H/W/D 90 x 53 x 61 cm
Cover: Gloss ice blue velour M279
Cross-base: Powder-coated black

LEG FRAMES
With swivelling and tilting function for the
cross frame

* Further cover materials in many colour shades can be found in the hülsta cover collection. Your retailer will be happy to advise you.
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S 300

CHAIR S 300
MADE FOR GOOD
CONVERSATIONS
Individuality and seating comfort are the hallmarks of the
S 300 chair series: The seat structure with straps and Nosag
springs makes even prolonged sitting pleasantly comfortable.
Various options for backrests and frames in solid oak, solid
walnut and a choice of round or square tubing allows for
individual chair configurations.

For the S 300, it is possible to order the rear of the backrest with the sides of the seat and the front of the backrest
with the seat surface in different covers.
Cover artificial leather anthracite 4304, grey beige wool fabric 4702, powder-coated anthracite frame
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Free-swinging and 4-leg-frame as square metal construction or round metal tube
construction in powder-coated anthracite and polished stainless steel finishes. Optionally
with or without armrests.
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S 300

SEAT SHELL
With or without armrests

SEAM
With or without seam at backrest

COVER
OPTIONS
Fabric, leather or velour

LEG FRAMES
Metal square tube frame, metal round tube frame,
solid wood 4-leg-frame

Chair S 300-18, H/W/D 101 x 51 x 55 cm: Ice blue gloss velour cover M279, powder-coated anthracite frame
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S 500

CHAIR S 500
SURPRISINGLY
DIFFERENT.
Magnificent design achieves a surprising amount using simple shapes.
The round upholstered back of the S 500 not only shapes the design
with a seamless transition to the substructure, but it also turns the chair
into a classic.

Metal 4-leg-frame in versions
anthracite and gloss aluminium.
Solid wood versions in natural oak and walnut.

Simply combine the S-500 chairs with the practical
bench of the range. The bench S-500 is available in
147, 167, 187, 207 and 227 cm widths.

The piping of the leather fits
perfectly into the frame.

42

Chair S 500-1, H/W/D 84 x 53 x 58 cm: Mocca Nappa leather cover 5126, gloss aluminium frame
Dining table T 70, H/W/D 74 x 220 x 95 cm: Core walnut tabletop, gloss aluminium frame
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S 700

CHAIR S 700
SIT THE WAY
YOU LIKE.
Anyone looking for a modern skid-base chair with a stunningly beautiful shell seat
or an ultra-comfortable cushion chair on a swivelling star frame will certainly find
what they are looking for. Countless variations - and above all the one, individual
favourite chair - can be created from a choice of 3 wood or metal frames, 2 seat
shells and numerous covers in even more colours: With or without armrests, in
trendy textile or delicate leather Nubuck-Touch, with all-round piping, a two-colour
cover or with a soft, integrated seat cushion.
All designs are wonderfully compatible to allow for a colourful table.

Chair S 700, H/W/D 92 x 48 x 68 cm: Powder-coated anthracite frame, matt sage green velours cover M269
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S 700-23
Cover: Grey brown Nappa leather 5114,
Brown beige textured fabric 4404
Frame: Solid natural oak

S 700-13
Cover: Sage green smooth fabric M246
Frame: Gloss aluminium

S 700-9
Cover: Nubuk-Touch olive leather 5614,
Grey beige textured fabric 4505
Frame: Gloss aluminium

S 700-24
Cover: Mocca Nappa leather 5126,
Grey beige wool fabric 4702
Frame: Solid walnut

S 700-14
Cover: Black Nappa leather 5105,
Anthracite wool fabric 4706
Frame: Powder-coated anthracite

S 700-10
Cover: Mocca Nappa leather 5126,
Grey beige wool fabric 4702
Frame: Powder-coated anthracite
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S 700

GENUINE LEATHER VERSIONS*
Genuine Nubuk Touch leather
The S 700 enhances your interiors with sleek shapes.
Countless variations can be created from a choice of

FABRIC

three frames, two seat shells - with or without
armrests - and numerous high-quality covers in many
fresh colours. Create your personal favourite chair
with the S 700.

SEAT SHELL

GENUINE
LEATHER

TEXTURED FABRIC VERSIONS*

With or without armrests

COLOUR COMBINATIONS
The S 700 can be ordered with the inner
and outer covers in different materials.

VELOURS VERSIONS*
LEG FRAMES
With swivelling function for cross-frame

Chair S 700, H/W/D 92 x 62 x 68 cm
Cover: Genuine Nubuk-Touch leather olive/
textured fabric grey beige 4505
Cross-frame: Powder-coated anthracite

Gloss

* Further cover materials in many colour shades can be found in the
hülsta cover collection. Your retailer will be happy to advise you.
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S 900

CHAIR S 900
COMFORTABLE
AT THE BAR.
SEAT SHELL
Seat with high backrest, seat with low backrest

VELOUR VERSIONS*
Gloss

2 HEIGHTS
For table heights of 90 cm and 110 cm

LEG FRAMES
Solid wood 4-leg-frame in natural oak and walnut,
Metal frame in powder-coated anthracite
The exquisitely upholstered bar chair
makes an extensive breakfast at the
kitchen counter or a long conversation
at the bistro table or house bar a
pleasure. It combines design and
comfort to create an exceptionally
inviting upholstered chair.

Chair S 900-8, H/W/D 120 x 47 x 60 cm,
Upholstered chair for 110 cm table height,
Cover: Ice blue gloss velour M279,
4-leg-frame: Solid natural oak
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Chair S 900-4, H/W/D 117 x 49 x 49 cm,
Upholstered chair for 110 cm table height
Cover: Ice blue gloss velour M279,
Metal frame: Powder-coated anthracite

* Further cover materials in many colour shades can be found in the hülsta cover collection. Your retailer will be happy to advise you.
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S 1000

CHAIR S 1000
EVERY TREND IN
ONE CHAIR.

FABRIC
Chair S 1000-18, H/W/D 86.5 x 64.5 x 60 cm
Cover: Ice blue gloss velour M279 /
genuine anthracite Nubuk-Touch leather 5616
Star-leg-frame: Powder-coated anthracite

GENUINE
LEATHER
SEAT SHELL
High armrest, low armrest,
without armrest

COLOUR COMBINATIONS
The S 1000 can be ordered with the inner and
outer covers in different materials.

Chair S 1000 with low armrest and casual upholstery.

Chair S 1000 with high armrest, horizontal seam in the back section
and firm upholstery.

This brilliant, upholstered chair immediately shows how

Other special features include the low armrest for a

comfortable it is. Available in firm or casual upholstery

comfortable seating experience. The optional horizontal

in many fabric and leather options. Casual upholstery

seam in the back section is proof of the meticulous

looks fascinating in velour. Three frame versions and

craftsmanship and further enhances the elegant design.

the option of different inner and outer covers turn the
S 1000 into a multi-talent that fulfils all your wishes.

LEG FRAMES
Star-leg-frame, skid-frame and 4-leg-frame

6 FRAME COLOURS
Metal frames in six powder-coated versions are hülsta standard.
These colours are all coordinated with our leather, fabric and
wood collection. Should you not be able to find what you are
looking for in our standard colours and would like a different
lacquer colour, special colours are available at an extra charge.
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DINING OVERVIEW

PRODUCT OVERVIEW TABLES
Table T 70

Table T 90
Tabletop

4-leg substructure

Natural oak

Gloss aluminium

Core walnut

Powder-coated
anthracite

Width: 95 cm

75 cm

74 cm

Width: 80, 95,120 cm

Ash natura

Oak anthracite
140/180/220/260/300cm

140/160/180/200/220/240 cm

Tabletop and extension leaves *

Table T 81

220 x 110 cm / 240 x 110 cm

Square shape

75 cm

Rectangular shape
Width: 100 cm

120 x 120 cm
140 x 140 cm

Covers for 4-leg-frame

Natural oak

Zaha stone ceramic

Powder-coated pure
white

Anthracite
structured
lacquer

Zaha stone ceramic

Core walnut

Storm nero ceramic

Powder-coated
white

Stainless steel
structured lacquer

Storm nero ceramic

Pure white lacquer

White ceramic

Powder-coated grey

Pure white lacquer

White ceramic

White lacquer

Grey ceramic

Powder-coated silk
grey

White lacquer

Grey ceramic

Grey lacquer

Black ceramic

Powder-coated
anthracite

Grey lacquer

Black ceramic

Silk grey lacquer

Calacatta ceramic

Bronze-coloured

Silk grey lacquer

Calacatta ceramic

Concrete ceramic

Natural oak

Natural oak

Concrete ceramic

Pulpis ceramic

Core walnut

Core walnut

Pulpis ceramic

Round shape

75 cm

Elliptical shape

4-leg-frame **

*
Extension leaves in ceramic finish can only be fitted to tables with ceramic tabletops.
** The 4-leg metal frame can optionally be supplied with a veneer coating (at an extra charge).

120 x 120 cm
140 x 140 cm

140/160/180 cm

Tabletop

Table column

Natural oak

Solid natural oak

Storm nero ceramic

Matt rear-lacquered
pure white glass

Powder-coated
pure white

Core walnut

Nussbaum massiv

Calacatta ceramic

Matt rear-lacquered
anthracite glass

Powder-coated
anthracite

Ash natura

Solid ash natura

Grigia ceramic

Oak anthracite

Solid oak
anthracite

Shilin slate ceramic

Umbra marron
ceramic
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DINING OVERVIEW

PRODUCT OVERVIEW TABLES
Table T 91

Table T 120

Width: 95 cm

Width: 90 cm

Tabletop

Powder-coated
anthracite

75 cm

75 cm

Stained glass

Table frame

140/160/180/200/220 cm

Tabletop and extension leaves *

180/220 cm

Column leg

Base plate

Natural oak

Zaha stone ceramic

Natural oak

Zaha stone ceramic

Powder-coated pure
white

Core walnut

Storm nero ceramic

Core walnut

Storm nero ceramic

Powder-coated
anthracite

Pure white lacquer

White ceramic

Pure white lacquer

White ceramic

White lacquer

Grey ceramic

White lacquer

Grey ceramic

Pure white
lacquer

Powder-coated
pure white

Grey lacquer

Black ceramic

Grey lacquer

Black ceramic

Anthracite
lacquer

Powder-coated
anthracite

Silk grey lacquer

Calacatta ceramic

Silk grey lacquer

Calacatta ceramic

Concrete ceramic

Anthracite lacquer

Concrete ceramic

Table T 130
Tabletop

Table frame

74,5 cm

Width: 95 cm

140/160/180/200/220 cm
Pulpis ceramic

Pulpis ceramic

* Extension leaves in ceramic finish can only be fitted to tables with ceramic tabletops.
Please note: Ceramic tabletops cannot be combined with wooden extension leaves.

Table T 100
Tabletop

73,7 cm

Width: 95 cm

Table frame

Eiche natura
massiv

Powder-coated
anthracite

Solid oak anthracite

Powder-coated
quartz
Gloss chrome

160/180/200/220 cm
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DINING OVERVIEW

PRODUCT OVERVIEW CHAIR S 300

D 27-5

D 27-6

S 300-2

300-17

S 300-6

S 300-18

Seat height: 47.0 cm
Seat depth: 42.0 cm
Seat width: 48.5 cm

Seat height: 47.0 cm
Seat depth: 42.0 cm
Seat width: 46.5 cm

Seat height: 49.0 cm
Seat depth: 46.0 cm
Seat width: 45.0 cm

Seat height: 49.0 cm
Seat depth: 46.0 cm
Seat width: 45.0 cm

Seat height: 49.0 cm
Seat depth: 46.0 cm
Seat width: 45.0 cm

Seat height: 49.0 cm
Seat depth: 46.0 cm
Seat width: 45.0 cm

48,5 cm

66,5 cm

101,0 cm

92,0 cm

98,0 cm

PRODUCT OVERVIEW CHAIR D 27

45,0 cm

51,0 cm

45,0 cm

51,0 cm

With square metal tube frame

S 300-13

S 300-14

S 300-15

S 300-16

Seat height: 51.0 cm
Seat depth: 43.0 cm
Seat width: 53.0 cm

Seat height: 51.0 cm
Seat depth: 43.0 cm
Seat width: 53.0 cm

Seat height: 49.0 cm
Seat depth: 46.0 cm
Seat width: 45.0 cm

Seat height: 49.0 cm
Seat depth: 46.0 cm
Seat width: 45.0 cm

Seat height: 49.0 cm
Seat depth: 46.0 cm
Seat width: 45.0 cm

Seat height: 49.0 cm
Seat depth: 46.0 cm
Seat width: 45.0 cm

98,0cm

101,0cm

D 27-11

90,0cm

D 27-10

53,0 cm

66,5 cm

45,0 cm

51,0 cm

45,0 cm

51,0 cm

With round metal tube frame

D 27-14

D 27-13

D 27-15

S 300-10

S 300-12

Seat height: 51.0 cm
Seat depth: 43.0 cm
Seat width: 53.0 cm

Seat height: 51.0 cm
Seat depth: 43.0 cm
Seat width: 53.0 cm

Seat height: 51.0 cm
Seat depth: 43.0 cm
Seat width: 53.0 cm

Seat height: 51.0 cm
Seat depth: 43.0 cm
Seat width: 53.0 cm

Seat height: 49.0 cm
Seat depth: 46.0 cm
Seat width: 45.0 cm

Seat height: 49.0 cm
Seat depth: 46.0 cm
Seat width: 45.0 cm

53,0 cm

66,5 cm

Swivelling

48,5 cm
Swivelling, with tilt function

66,5 cm

Metal frames
Powder-coated
anthracite

Polished
stainless steel

Solid wood frames (S 300-10 and S 300-12)

98,0 cm

90,0 cm

D 27-12

Solid natural oak

45,0 cm

51,0 cm

Solid walnut

Cover materials

With solid wood frame
High-quality fabrics and
leathers from the
hülsta cover collection

Chair frames
Powder-coated
black

56

Cover materials
High-gloss
chrome

High-quality fabrics and
leathers from the
hülsta cover collection
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DINING OVERVIEW

PRODUCT OVERVIEW CHAIR S 700

S 500-1

S 700-9

S 700-10

Seat height: 50.5 cm
Seat depth: 49.0 cm
Seat width: 47,0 cm

Seat height: 52.0 cm
Seat depth: 46.0 cm
Seat width: 48.0 cm

Seat height: 52.0 cm
Seat depth: 46.0 cm
Seat width: 48.0 cm

84,0 cm

92,0 cm

PRODUCT OVERVIEW CHAIR AND BENCH S 500

53,0 cm

48,0 cm

62,0 cm

Metal skid-base

S 700-13

S 700-14

Seat height: 49.0 cm
Seat depth: 50.0 cm
Seat width: 141, 161, 181, 201, 221 cm

Seat height: 52.0 cm
Seat depth: 46.0 cm
Seat width: 48.0 cm

Seat height: 52.0 cm
Seat depth: 46.0 cm
Seat width: 48.0 cm

92,0 cm

83,0 cm

S 500-3

147, 167, 187, 207, 227 cm

48,0 cm

62,0 cm

Metal star-leg-frame, swivelling

Bench frames

Gloss
aluminium

Gloss
aluminium

Powder-coated
anthracite

Powder-coated
anthracite

Solid natural
oak

Cover materials
High-quality fabrics and
leathers from the
hülsta cover collection

S 700-24

Seat height: 52.0 cm
Seat depth: 46.0 cm
Seat width: 48.0 cm

Seat height: 52.0 cm
Seat depth: 46.0 cm
Seat width: 48.0 cm

Metal frames
Powder-coated
anthracite

Gloss
aluminium

Solid wood frames (S 700-23 and S 700-24)

92,0 cm

Chair frames

S 700-23

Solid natural oak

Solid walnut

Solid walnut

48,0 cm

62,0 cm

Cover materials

Solid wood 4-leg-frame
High-quality fabrics and
leathers from the
hülsta cover collection
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DINING OVERVIEW

PRODUCT OVERVIEW CHAIR S 900
S 900-2

S 900-3

S 900-4

Seat height: 65,0 cm
Seat depth: 43,0 cm
Seat width: 45,0 cm

Seat height: 80,0 cm
Seat depth: 43,0 cm
Seat width: 45,0 cm

Seat height: 65,0 cm
Seat depth: 43,0 cm
Seat width: 45,0 cm

Seat height: 82.0 cm
Seat depth: 43.0 cm
Seat width: 45.0 cm

102 cm

104 cm

89 cm

117 cm

S 900-1

49,0 cm

49,0 cm

49,0 cm

For 90 cm table height

For 110 cm table height

For 90 cm table height

For 110 cm table height

49,0 cm

S 900-6

S 900-7

S 900-8

Seat height: 67,0 cm
Seat depth: 43,0 cm
Seat width: 45,0 cm

Seat height: 82.0 cm
Seat depth: 43.0 cm
Seat width: 45.0 cm

Seat height: 67,0 cm
Seat depth: 43,0 cm
Seat width: 45,0 cm

Seat height: 82.0 cm
Seat depth: 43.0 cm
Seat width: 45.0 cm

105 cm

107 cm

92 cm

120 cm

S 900-5

LIVE
QUALITY.
hülsta stands for quality made in Germany. As a

01

All products have been tested many times and are subject to
strict quality criteria. That’s why we offer a 5-year guarantee
on all hülsta modular units when you buy a new one. Always
included: unlimited support for questions and requests relating
to hülsta furniture. Claiming the guarantee is free of charge
for you. You will find this and other interesting information in
our service and guarantee pass, which contains the guarantee
conditions for all hülsta furniture and lots of important
information such as instructions for use and care.

02

The “Blue Angel” is subject to strict criteria. Almost all modular
units and base frames from hülsta have been awarded the
“Blue Angel” since 1996 for being environmentally friendly and
low in emissions.

03

Since 1974, hülsta has been part of the Deutsche
Gütegemeinschaft Möbel (DGM) (German Quality Association
for Furniture) and complies with their high standards for quality
and consumer protection. hülsta effortlessly complies with the
strict criteria that they use for their product testing.

tradition-rich, third generation family business from
the Münsterland, hülsta values perfect craftsmanship
in combination with modern manufacturing processes,
45,0 cm

45,0 cm

45,0 cm

For 90 cm table height

For 110 cm table height

For 90 cm table height

47,0 cm
For 110 cm table height

whilst always focussing on the responsible use of
natural resources. hülsta therefore exclusively uses
wood from sustainable sources and never tropical
wood, thus reducing transportation and protecting
the environment. That is why all modular units and

Metal frames*
Powder-coated
anthracite

base frames from hülsta have been carrying the

Solid wood frames
Solid natural oak

Solid walnut

“Blue Angel” since 1996, an award for products that
are low in emissions and environmentally friendly.
hülsta – durable furniture in harmony with nature.
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DINING OVERVIEW

PRODUCT OVERVIEW CHAIR S 1000
S 1000-5 /S 1000-6

S 1000-19/S 1000-20

S 1000-21/S 1000-22

S 1000-23 /S 1000-24

Seat height: 48.0 cm
Seat depth: 44.0 cm
Seat width: 51.0 cm

Seat height: 48.0 cm
Seat depth: 44.0 cm
Seat width: 51.0 cm

Seat height: 48.0 cm
Seat depth: 44.0 cm
Seat width: 51.0 cm

Seat height: 48.0 cm
Seat depth: 44.0 cm
Seat width: 51.0 cm

Seat height: 48.0 cm
Seat depth: 44.0 cm
Seat width: 51.0 cm

Seat height: 48.0 cm
Seat depth: 44.0 cm
Seat width: 51.0 cm

55,5 cm

64,5 cm

55,5 cm

64,5 cm

86,5 cm

S 1000-3 /S 1000-4

86,5 cm

S 1000-1/S 1000-2

51,0 cm
Frame version: 4-leg frame

51,0 cm
Frame version: Star-leg frame, swivelling

S 1000-7/S 1000-8

S 1000-9/S 1000-10

S 1000-11/S 1000-12

Seat height: 48.0 cm
Seat depth: 44.0 cm
Seat width: 51.0 cm

Seat height: 48.0 cm
Seat depth: 44.0 cm
Seat width: 51.0 cm

Seat height: 48.0 cm
Seat depth: 44.0 cm
Seat width: 51.0 cm

86,5 cm

Metal frames*

51,0 cm

55,5 cm

Cover materials

Powder-coated
white (RAL 9010)

Powder-coated
black (RAL 9017)

Powder-coated cream
white (RAL 1013)

Powder-coated silk
grey (RAL 7044)

Powder-coated
anthracite (RAL 7022)

Powder-coated
sage green

High-quality fabrics and
leathers from the
hülsta cover collection

64,5 cm
* Metal frames in six powder-coated versions in hülsta standard. These colours are all coordinated with our leather, fabric and wood collection. Should you
not be able to find what you are looking for in our standard colours and would like a different lacquer colour, special colours are available at an extra charge.

Frame version: Skid base

S 1000-15/S 1000-16

S 1000-17/S 1000-18

Seat height: 48.0 cm
Seat depth: 44.0 cm
Seat width: 51.0 cm

Seat height: 48.0 cm
Seat depth: 44.0 cm
Seat width: 51.0 cm

Seat height: 48.0 cm
Seat depth: 44.0 cm
Seat width: 51.0 cm

55,5 cm

64,5 cm

86,5 cm

S 1000-13/S 1000-14

51,0 cm
Frame version: Star-leg frame
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